
Which of these is an  emergency?

Tick the box in the corner of the emergencies

In an emergency dial



In an emergency 
dial __ __ __

Who can help?
Draw a line from the scenarioto the emergency service



Spot the 
emergency
Colour in the 
emergencies 
you find

In an emergency dial



Safe or 
unsafe?
Colour RED for
poison and GREEN
for safe to use

      Safe 
               or  
     unsafe?

Colour RED for  
poison and GREEN  
for safe to use

In an emergency dial   .In an emergency dial



Movement and physical activity
• Colour in the paramedics

• Circle the injured players

• What body parts are 
injured? Circle below:

In an emergency dial



Emergencies can happen anywhere.

In an emergency dial



In an 
emergency 
dial....
Can you trace the words?

Can you trace the numbers?

In an emergency dial   .

Can you trace the numbers?Can you trace the words?

In an emergency dial   .

Can you trace the numbers?Can you trace the words?

In an emergency 
dial __ __ __



Ss
is for

Rr
is for

Ii
is for

Pp
is for

Learn the  
Emergency 
words



Aa
is for

Cc
is for

Hh
is for

Bb
is for

Learn the  
Emergency 
words



police car ambulance fire truck

      Connect the  
dots and the   

 words.

Trace the word and then draw a line from the word to the picture

police car ambulance fire truck
Test:

Write:

Test:

Write:

Test:

Write:

police car ambulance fire truck

      Connect the  
dots and the   

 words.

Trace the word and then draw a line from the word to the picture

police car ambulance fire truck
Test:

Write:

Test:

Write:

Test:

Write:

Connect the dots and the words

Trace the word and then draw a line from the word to the picture



Fill in where the number zero [0] is 

located on the phone pad
        Fill in where  
      the number zero [0] 
           is located on the phone pad

Which row is the number zero?  . 
Which column is the number zero?  .In an emergency dial




